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 AN INTERNET AFFAIR
 
Hello Teach@

 
My name is Angel and the reason I am writing you is that

I came across some of your poetry on the Internet. First of all, I
want to say that I absolutely love your work and secondly your
picture showed a very passionate, sensitive and very caring
looking man. I would like to tell you a little bit about myself so
you may have a better understanding as to why I am writing you.
I am from Nepean, Ontario and I am 32 years old, I have a little
boy of ten...I have been off work for the better part of three years
due to a hand/wrist injury at work which to date, has required
seven surgeries. However there is a bright side to this. The time I
have had off work has enabled me to pursue my true passions:
writing and ceramics; actually crafts and creating in general, which
brings me to the reason for my letter.

For the past year I have really put my heart into my writing
which consists of poetry, short stories and children’s stories. I feel
that I do have a unique talent for putting words together and that
my work at the very least may be worth a read. I must be honest
with you though, I have no experience with professional writing,
publishing and such fourth. To be completely honest, I am a green
thumb. I have no idea how one goes about having their work seen
and or by whom and judging by what I have seen on the Internet,
I assume that poetry and writing contests are a good place to start.
Given your years of experience in this field  I am asking for any
advice that you may have that might benefit my plight. I have
researched several names of publishers throughout Ontario and I
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have also written up a introduction/cover letter to submit to them
in hopes that somewhere out there someone may have an interest
in viewing my work. I chose  you to write to because after reading
some of your work I had the very distinct feeling that I was 
reading about you, yourself. Your work seems to be very open and
honest and full of feeling. Perhaps I may be stepping out of line
here but I rather compare myself to you. I am a very open and 
honest person and I live my life as well as write with all my heart
and soul. I very much dislike false impressions and or people
trying to be something they are not. I am desperately seeking a
friend as well as a confidante with regards to my writing. For some
reason my gut instincts directed me to you. If I have  made an
incorrect assumption, I am very sorry however if my instincts are
correct I look forward to getting to know you better and appreciate
any help you may offer.
                                                     
                     Thanks for your time.
                             Angel Blue
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Date: Tue, 13 Feb 2003 20:36:53 -0800 (PST)
From: Angel Blue@YaWho.ca
 To: Teach@YaWho.ca
  
 Hello Teach
 
 I am sending you another email because after having spent the
better part of an hour playing around with my computer I was able
to load some of my files. One of which is my picture. First of all
I am not the most computer literate person you have ever met, as
a matter of fact quite the opposite, however I am learning!
Secondly I thought perhaps you might like to see my picture and
know whom your speaking to. I am almost positive that this
picture is loaded sideways so please excuse the neck straining but
at the present time I am not able to edit the picture.
                                                      
Looking forward to further correspondence. Angel
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Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2003 22:38:53 -0800 (PST)
From: Angel Blue <blue_angel@YaWho.ca
To: Teach@YaWho.ca
  
 Hi Teach
 
 I feel as if I am dating you, all these emails (ha ha ha!). I think I
have it right this time and hope that this sends properly....This is
something that I wrote for my uncle shortly after my aunts passing.
I was very close to her as well as my uncle. I thought that this in
someway would ease my uncle's pain. To me it was very important
that he know that she will never be forgotten, nor will lives just
continue on without a thought of her. So often people bury their
feelings and never talk to one and other. The way I see things is
that in order to heal from such a devastating loss, one must go
through the many faces of pain and learn how to live with what we
have left. For me I have many, many precious memories of my
Aunt D. She was a very unique lady with an extraordinary heart.
I  don't mean to ramble on here and I do apologize. She is still a
very missing piece of my heart and my emotions tend to get the
better of me on occasion.
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Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2003 08:50:03 -0800 (PST)
From: Angel Blue <blue_angel@YaWho.ca
To: Teach@YaWho.ca
 
  Hello Again Teach
 
 Thank you so much for your response to my email....Single
hummm? (just teasing) however you  are an attractive man. I
would love to send you some of my work but was unsure of how
you wanted me to do that. I could send it via Canada Post (now
there is a risky endeavor..lol) or via email. Was not quite sure
which was your preference. Again, thanks for your time.
 
Date: Wed, 21 Feb 2003 00:04:05 -0800 (PST)
From: Angel Blue <blue_angel@YaWho.ca
To: Teach@YaWho.ca
 
  "Sexual Rhyming"
 
 Fantasies and sexual desire
 run wild through our minds,
 Fetishes and ecstasy
 buried deep for us to find.
 
 Craving touches of a caressing hand
 lips dancing over skin,
 Making love by mornings wake
 shivers deep within.
 
 Souls beckoning to be discovered
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 limited only by imagination,
 Gone are fear and restraint
 and all limitation.
 
 Gentle kisses from a sweet warm mouth
 awaken riled urge,
 Moistened lips and tongues that meet
 together bodies merge.
 
 Thrusting deep into her soul
 captivating erotic pleasure,
 Endless searching from within ourselves
 unchartered sexual treasure.
 
 Eyes that meet through the darkness
 reassuring satisfaction found,
 Addiction takes them by the hand
 together by which they're bound.
 
 Casting glows from candlelight
 accentuate sweat kissed skin,
 Rhythmic motion stimulates
 fires deep within.
 
 Teeth that clench a breasted nipple
 nails scratching in submission,
 Exotic smells and tastes so pure
 hearts pounding if you listen.
 
 Orgasmic call so very near
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 hunger torn inhibition,
 Provocative dance and body sway
 indulging new position.
 
 Cries of pleasure break the silence 
 love within them flows,
 Destiny and heaven on earth
 now both which they know.
 
 Curled tightly in each others arms
 to sleep they drift away,
 Profusely praying with all their will
 for the love they share to stay.

Date: Thur, 22 Feb 2003 09:51:59 -0800 (PST)
From: Angel Blue <blue_angel@YaWho.ca
To: Teach@YaWho.ca
 
  Good Afternoon "Dear"
  

Hey fourth date you know!....Sorry could not resist.....I just
read your email regarding the poems I sent you. I think I grasp
what you are telling me. I would love to see more of your work
and perhaps gain a better understanding of exactly what your
saying. This is going to sound rather stupid but I must be honest
with you. To me, poetry has always represented rhyming words or
words that flow together. I am very unfamiliar with the proper way
of writing a non rhyme poem. I am fully able to express myself in
depth but it comes out as a letter  more so than a poem. If you
don't mind, a lesson on the etiquette of non rhyme poetry would be
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much appreciated. I know that you don't know me but I want to
thank you for all the help and advice. I love to write and moreover
love to express myself. I strongly feel that I possess a talent for
writing and being creative but lack the proper direction. I feel like
a child on Christmas eve, filled with excitement and expectations
and bursting at the seams to write what’s inside of me. I am very
willing to work hard and dedicate myself to my writing and hope
that you will continue to be a friend as well as mentor.
Hugs From An Angel! 

 Date: Fri, 23 Feb 2003 00:18:28 -0800 (PST)
 From: Angel Blue <blue_angel@YaWho.ca
 To: Teach@YaWho.ca
  
 Good Morning Teach!
 
 Well I have a CD-R Kodak disc with new pics on it but can't get
them to load properly. I can send them directly off the disc
however I sent them to image editor and sized them down and put
the new files in my documents and now can't attach them to email,
any suggestions?. I don't want to send them the size they
are....Hummm Teach=Tech support too!....Thought maybe you
might enjoy a laugh. I know what I am sending you is silly but it
was written for a friend of mine who just had surgery for a urinary
blockage, you will understand what I mean once you have read
this
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             "For Brian"
 
 I heard you were sick laid up in bed
 visions of nurses dancing through your head
 
 bandages and gause ouchies and pain
 a possible catheter to keep that puppy drained
 
 Mr Winky and you will just have to rest
 till you're both on your feet and up to your best.
 
 No pokin or play no spankin the monkey
 no chokin the chicken or doin the funky.
 
 No bustin a move or playgirl for you
 no chippendale dancin no full monty too.
 
 No hot little momma's or vacuum cleaner hoses
 no edible condems with cute little noses.
 
 No tight fitting levis no slinky g-strings
 no hot chocolate sauces or penial rings.
 
 Limit your fluids or you'll surely find trouble
 no Tim Horton donuts no "double doubles".
 
 If i was magic and had powers of a wizard
 without hesitation  i would fix your lizard.
 
 But i am just me with no special tricks
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 just wishing you well while you are sick.
 
 Take care Brian of you and Mr Winky
 i know you're in pain and he's on the blinky.
 
 With my best wishes and a little luck
 soon you'll be able damn! my last word i'm stuck!
 
 I know, silly but it made Brian laugh and that is what counts!
Spelling deliberate as well. Hope you are smiling and enjoyed a
"Crazy Angel's" humor. By the way I read the poem you sent me.
You are right, I can just imagine women getting all hot and
bothered over your writing. For me, however I find your writing
fascinating. You write with such passion and for lack of a better
choice of words (now there is an irony if I ever heard one, coming
from a wanna be writer..."LMAO") you write what I hope is truly
Teach, honest and raw and it comes from inside of you. You seem
to me to be a very passionate, caring man. I could not imagine that
anyone around you would lack love and attention. Sometimes two
people just travel different roads till they discover that they have
lost one and other and it is too late. I hope that I am not over
stepping my bounds here by saying all of this. This is just me I
think with my heart and say what I think. For the most part I am
driven by my instincts and gut feelings about things as well as
people. By no means I am saying that I am ruthless either and say
what perhaps should be kept under ones hat. I hate to cause anyone
any hurt or ill feelings. I guess you could say I am a big suck!.
How about teddy bear that sounds nicer!. OOPS! I don't mean that
I am big and fluffy too (130-135 lbs just for future ref). Hmmm
did I mention that I had size 12 feet...A HA HA HA HA! no not
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really kiddin! (size 8, also for future ref)....Well this insomniac had
better get herself to bed....Late late late!...Thanks again Teach!
                       Angel!

 Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2003 22:02:13 -0800 (PST)
 From: Angel Blue <blue_angel@YaWho.ca
 To: Teach@YaWho.ca
  
 Hi Teach!
 

Thank you very much for b-day email's, made me
smile....have been working like a busy bee on my  children's book
I told you about. Final editing, re reading ,changing a few things
and more re reading. With any luck by tomorrow’s end I will have
it finished and ready to send to BF at work to print out on laser
printer for me and make a few copies . Had a really nice birthday
my son and his father made me an absolutely delicious dinner and
also birthday cake. Big plans are for Sat night, my mom is going
to take my son for the night and a bunch of our friends are taking
me out. Tonight my mom and sister came over for cake and mom,
sis and myself went out to a bingo (my mom loves to get out and
it makes for a fun night). Just got in about ten minutes ago, oh ya
I won $50 tonight. For my birthday I received a large bottle of my
perfume (Alfred Sung- Pure) also Pure powder, body lotion etc. I
also got a new walkman as my old one bit the dust, I love my
walkman for summer. I am a sun freak and love, absolutely love,
laying in sun and listening to my music. My sister's, mom and
dad's and brother's gift is yet to come on weekend (that’s what I
was told ) my curiosity is aroused!. I received an email from my
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aunt down in London with a couple of leads on good publishers as
a good friend of her's is a published author. Hopefully something
will pan out. I have two children's books written but I am keeping
the best one (my baby), till I am confident that I have found a
reputable publisher and also figured out all the in's and out's of
protecting my work and my idea with this particular story. I play
by my instincts and I really believe in this one as do all the people
that have read it so far. I also have an idea to go with the book. I
am going to dip my feet in the water though with my other story.
Who knows? Will look for ya tomorrow!                                    
 
Date: Tue, 13 Mar 2003 21:49:00 -0800 (PST)
From: Angel Blue <blue_angel@YaWho.ca
To: Teach@YaWho.ca
 
 Hi Teach
 First of all I am sorry that you feel that way. Secondly I
would again like to apologize for not returning your emails....I told
you that I had a lot of things going on in my life, some good and
some
 bad but for the most part bad! I also want to tell you that part of
the reason I dropped off the face of the earth is due in large part to
you or moreover your phone call. If I in fact had felt comfortable
giving you my number, I would have, but lets face it this is the
Internet and one must take care. I by no means am saying that I
think your a weirdo or something of that nature but I do think it
pretty forward of someone to research my name and try and track
me down.

Through our previous conversations I was becoming
comfortable with the idea of talking perhaps on the phone with
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you. I very first contacted you because of your knowledge of
writing and your years of experience and yes to some degree I was
looking for a mentor. Somehow our conversations went off topic,
which is okay but as I said in the beginning there is a lot that you
don't know about me and my life. 

At the moment I am living with my sons father and for the
past year have been making one last attempt at saving our family.
If I have assumed incorrectly, I am sorry. If a friendship is what
you were looking for I would be thrilled to be a friend. Teach,
there is so much I would love to tell you about my life and the
things going on in it but in order to do that I need to feel trust and
I need to be comfortable with it. Neither of which I felt after the
call. 

I don't know what you would like to do but if you are still
interested in helping me with my writing and perhaps a great
friendship I would love to hear from you but if on the other hand
you are insulted by my fears and reservations I understand. I am
simply a person that has been torn apart and hurt in so many ways
that I can't help having strong reservations with regards to people
and maybe someday if your choice is to be my friend you will
understand me a little better.
                             Always Angel! 

Date: Mon, 26 Mar 2003 01:55:40 -0800 (PST)
 From: Angel Blue <blue_angel@YaWho.ca
 To: Teach@YaWho.ca
 
 
 Hi Teach!
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 Well I am still kicking. "Neither rain, nor snow, nor hail, nor sleet
will keep this Angel off her feet. The pain sometimes bad and the
hand hurts like hell but with my medication, I'm just fine, can't you
tell?"Boooo Bad huh? Couldn't help myself Teach, still as silly as
ever! Looked for you over the weekend but guess you were a busy
boy. Hope you had a nice weekend!. Mine was pretty good went
out to dinner with my parents, they took the whole family out for
dinner as a birthday treat as me, my brother, nephew, son etc all
had birthdays recently...We went to "The Lonestar", don't know if
you have one in London?...It's Tex Mex food and boy is it good.
Other than that I had a pretty quiet weekend....I did a little writing
this weekend but find it a little strange typing with big bandage on
hand (*That's my story and I'm sticking to it*) so excuse my
typing for the rest of my life!.."LOL" Anyway Teach, will look for
you today!
 
                                   XOXO...Angel
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Date: Tue, 3 Apr 2003 13:25:30 -0700 (PDT)
 From: Angel Blue <blue_angel@YaWho.ca
 Subject: Re: April Fools Day Joke
 To:<Teach@YaWho.ca>
  
 Hi Stranger!
 

No I didn't get an April fools joke. Have been watching for
you on the net but have not had the pleasure of finding you.  Hands
do remain a bit of a problem, well a big problem but I am too
stubborn to let that get the better of me. I go to have my stitches
out tomorrow. Tonight I am going with my Mom to bingo. Hee
Haw My Life Is Wild!. "LOL". No news from any publishers yet
but
 I am hoping that no news is good news. I do know it is going to
take awhile but the suspense is
 killing me! Hope everything is well with you. Will keep her blue
eyes open wide watching for the Teach! Take Care!
 
                                                     
 XOXOXO'S...Angel~
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Date: Thu, 5 Apr 2003 06:40:23 -0700 (PDT)
From: Angel Blue <blue_angel@YaWho.ca>
To: <Teach@YaWho.ca>
  
 Hi Teach!
 

Well you have a very depressed student who does not take
rejection very well. YEP! got me first  rejection letter today. They
said, Clawd the Bear was a very endearing Bear and the story
sweet but  our editorial board has decided not to pursue Clawd the
Bear for their list...etc..etc. They suggested  I submit to other
publishers and not to be discouraged by their letter...blah blah
blah! I knew that that was the most likely outcome but it still
smacks especially with the little to no encouragement and or belief
in me that I have with family. Everyone thinks my head is in the
clouds and that I should get real and get a real job not to bother
pursuing a dream. I'm not telling you that I have given up, it's just
hard to have faith in yourself alone. Also got some sort of bad
news yesterday at doctors, went in to have stitches out and doc was
examining finger that he operated and it's clicking again which
suggests that it is triggering again which equals another surgery on
the same finger. I am sorry I don't mean to dump on you I just
have an awful lot on my plate and lots inside but really no one to
share anything with. Anyway, Teach I just thought I would let you
know about 1st rejection letter and also say Hi....Take Care!        
  XOXO'S...Love Angel!
 Teach: hey boss
Angel Blue: Hi Teach ...Hows it going?
Teach: busy, renovating and stuff
Angel Blue: me too, just completed my bedroom
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Teach: daughter moving out and female friend renting a room.
How can it be complete without me?
Angel Blue: Starting to think my Teach is a Casanova!
Teach: so how is your hand
Teach: move the GF to Orillia last saturday
Angel Blue: didn't know you had GF. The student is always last to
know
Teach: well she wanted to try it again from last year so I said I
would try and then she got a better job and moved.
Angel Blue: was this a mutual split or was it a surprise to you?
Teach: surprise.
Angel Blue: Oh not nice huh, sorry to hear that Teach.
Teach: no, it's a three hour drive just to get lucky!
Angel Blue:  ...Men!
Teach: hey, now now, I have a blind date tonight
Angel Blue: Hey I'm an eight hour drive ...but worth the drive!
Angel Blue: OOPS naught Angel!, naughty.
Teach: I called but you were out each time, not sure about the
halloween party.
Teach: found some new literary links.
Angel Blue: thats okay was just an idea ...thought you might enjoy
it .
Teach: yes but where would I have stayed, in the basement?
Angel Blue: Ahhh unless you want to sleep with my hammered
brother that night you'd best sleep somewhere else.....son's room
is open, he will be at Grandma's house.
Teach: close but no bananas.
Teach: room?
Angel Blue: hey my bed will already have three or four bodies.
Teach: oh I see.
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Angel Blue: I'm teasing!
Teach: well depends on the costume!
Angel Blue: was going to go with last years, santa's helper.
Angel Blue: changed my mind and opted for sexy angel.
Teach: you are sexy without the outfit.
Angel Blue: what outfit only wings, and thank you!
Teach: LOL that's what I was thinking. Now shall I get you a
webcam 
Angel Blue: hey that’s the first time that you've told me that!
Teach: no, I was going to get one when I was in Ottawa, I told you
that
Angel Blue: and what might I do with this web cam ...hummmm?
Teach: Your computer crashed remember, we can Netmeeting late
at night.
Angel Blue: I see, do you wear jammies?
Teach: or whenever!
Teach: No, I birthday suit after work, including sitting on the back
porch at 5am on a hot summer night.
Teach: no nosy neighbors.
Angel Blue: Interesting web cam idea then!
Teach: Ok I have your address somewhere I can order over the net
and have it delivered to you
Angel Blue: do you have any new pics Teach?
Angel Blue: not sure if I do or not?
Teach: Yes, I found one of me at about 35 with dark hair
Angel Blue: no no no ...a new one of you now!
Teach: Oh, not really but will look.
Angel Blue: kk...would like that.
Teach: whole body and soul or body parts, feet, hands etc  
Angel Blue: I'm an open person ...surprise me!
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Teach: well  with the weight gain, maybe just the old face thingy
Angel Blue: you looked absolutely adorable in the pic of you
sitting in chair on your porch , from your web site. You have a
very sensual face.
Teach: oops cold shower needed here.
Angel Blue: beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
Teach: My GF was always saying "Doesn't that thing ever go
down?"
Teach: LMAO
Angel Blue: and that was a problem??????? lol, I think not!
Teach: I think you are adorable as well! Too bad we couldn't have
met for a bit.
Angel Blue:  ...Ahhh thanks 
Angel Blue: I think Teach and student might have gotten into
some trouble.
Teach: no way.
Angel Blue: you obviously don't know me!
Teach: I was hoping for some close ups though?
Angel Blue: I am a very physical person...full of passion and
desires.
Teach: I was looking forward to your lips actually.
Angel Blue: I loved to be touched and explored. Love to be kissed!
Teach: can we stay on this topic?
Angel Blue: sure!
Angel Blue: what would you like to know?
Teach: I would love to start kissing from the ankles up, your lower
legs soft and subtle, to your inner thighs and stay there for a long
time, kiss soft skin and play around with noise, hands down your
back caress your belly . . .
Angel Blue: I would definitely not argue with the Teacher.
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Teach: crawl gently up to kiss your sweet breasts, lick the nipples
around in circles
Angel Blue: nibble , bite, nibble.
Teach: bite your nipples with my teeth and pull the skin into my
mouth.
Teach: you bite me as well.
Angel Blue: not the only place I like to have nibbled. Hey look
what you're doing to me!
Angel Blue: love to bite necks and run lips down entire body.
Teach: the nape of your neck then back down to your thighs, slide
my teeth across your ass and sink them into your labia. My fave
position.
Angel Blue: Oh mine too.
Angel Blue: very much so, giving or receiving?
Angel Blue: both.
Teach: sweet angel juices flowing over my 7 inches of poetry.
Teach: LOL
Teach: outside in the open somewhere, top of a building, park
forest
Angel Blue: yes ...love playing in fresh snowfall.
Teach: pick you up in my arms and place you, on me, drop into the
snow bank and make love in the snow, hot and cold
Angel Blue: hands clenching your chest as I move with you and
for you
Teach: lots of hair to hold on to.
Teach: love the pain.
Angel Blue: you don't mind finger nails then?
Teach: no way, love to be scratched and probed, no pain no gain.
Angel Blue: Humm I think we have a lot in common, Teach.
Teach: well I haven't cum yet but you have. I would love to share
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loving with  you.
Angel Blue: perhaps you could do that over my neck and breasts.
Teach: oh god . . .!
Angel Blue: do you enjoy masturbating? and watching?
Teach: I do too much I think.
Angel Blue: do you like to play in baths?
Teach: showers
Teach: too big for 2 in the bath, jacuzzi maybe.
Angel Blue: k do you know what i mean when I say special bath?
Teach: no?
Angel Blue: hummm trick of mine , very sensual, very pleasing.
Teach: cool, lets meet half way!!
Angel Blue: Imagine if you will, sitting in tub with your arms
wrapped around my chest, I'm laying back on top of you, the water
faucet running and caressing my very aroused and it is the most
pleasing feeling a woman could have on her or with someone.
Angel Blue: keep in mind I am laying in your lap.
Teach: keep talking, thinking about you again!!
Angel Blue: neck tilts to side , take you in my mouth at the same
time as water is teasing me. I love to please like the shower with
the water flowing down your body and me drowning in the
shower, face between legs.
Teach: Ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh. . . . .
Teach: you there angel?
Angel Blue: Morning Teach!
Teach: hang on sweety angel
Angel Blue: kk
Teach: busy messaging
Angel Blue: Geesh Teach has lots to say!
Teach: sorry, back now.
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Angel Blue: Oh I'll forgive you this time.
Teach: too bad about the tv show we couldn't meet.
Angel Blue: so tell me why on earth is a cutie like you alone this
weekend?
Teach: Long story.
Angel Blue: kk
Teach: all old GF's were busy
Teach: new ones I was interested in want to be alone (?)
Angel Blue: you're such a playboy Teach!
Teach: roomate and exwife are doing something else.
Teach: When a man is in love he is a victim of freindship.
Angel Blue: you should find yourself a perfect little Angel and
settle down ....one on one attention always!!!
Teach: yea!
Teach: well to tell you the truth I have had too many relationships
since the divorce.
Angel Blue: Hummm looking for love in all the wrong places,
maybe?
Teach: I have these feelings of guilt now when I am with someone.
I try to be more true lately but feel bad about the early times and,
well Paradoxical Intention takes care of the searching part.
Angel Blue: why guilt?....sometimes people only learn that they
were better off as friends rather than hubbie and wife but time
heals everything . You should let go of guilt and open yourself up
to finding your true soul mate. Angels make wonderful soul mates
Teach 
Teach: well nothing personal, I was holding out for you of course,
but at Xmas I was so erect sleeping beside my friend but when she
said, well friends can love each other and not be lovers after and
we both tried I went impotent, felt guilty and limped to sleep.
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Angel Blue: I think you need someone to open you up.
Teach: part of the feeling blue today thing I guess
Angel Blue: that’s all someone to love!!
Teach: yes, well I miss your notes. Sometimes I feel better loving
a woman and not making love to them, I really enjoy the touch and
hugs and kisses etc
Angel Blue: Ditto.
Teach: I'll catch the next plane and meet you at the airport.
Angel Blue: KK Will be there with bells on!!!
Teach: How are you
Angel Blue: Sleepless in Ottawa tonight!
Teach: well hopefully with only a t-shirt to keep you warm and my
thoughts.
Angel Blue: bang on teach!
Teach: I have a good memory.
Angel Blue: Teddy bear t.
Teach: kool, I have a santa night shirt.
Angel Blue: so what trouble have you been up to?
Angel Blue: Ho Ho Ho!
Teach: wrote a love poem to a new friend who just wanted to be
friends and scared her off.
Angel Blue: Have to wonder about you, whether your bark is
worse than your bite or the other way around
Teach: are your nipples erect yet.
Angel Blue: yes for sure they always are !! hee hee hee
Teach: casual dressed.
Teach: I have cancelled my vacation trip and may travel in
November your way. No cold showers but going through the
massage oil fast.
Angel Blue: too bad that wasn't Oct ...like say the 27th
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Teach: I don't have a free day this month. Full days travel to
ottawa unless I fly
Angel Blue: like you might have liked halloween costume 
Angel Blue: oops
Angel Blue: think
Teach: I feel real bad about it, was looking forward to some time
together
Angel Blue: I was too ...was at least hoping to meet you
Teach: I will still look into it
Teach: Hows your sister
Angel Blue: very cool ...told live in that writer friend may come.
Teach: I have a cop costume
Angel Blue: well I am going to be a very sexy angel
Teach: used to be with the OPP and still have the uniform
Teach: sexy angel so I could place my hand at the base of your
wings and extend a finger along the crack of your ass and make a
devil out of you.
Angel Blue: thank god you told me that ...would have thought
party was being busted if you turned up dressed like that
Teach: Well the plastic pig nose would have been a give away.
Angel Blue: bad enough having police dog living next door. Very
cool people though
Teach: have you been naughty with the police dog?!  Angel Blue:
nope can't say that that would interest me.
Teach: Hey (just kidding).
Angel Blue: 502: am not bad
Teach: hey if you set up the web cam I could watch the party
Angel Blue: slight problem computer is in basement party upstairs
and on patio.
Teach: so, web cam has a cable silly.
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Angel Blue: and where ever else the night might lead.
Teach: Ok OK I'll be there.
Angel Blue: do you drink at all?
Teach: Yes but only socially or if it's free
Angel Blue: besides wine?
Angel Blue: the best kind
Teach: white wine
Angel Blue: free
Teach: free at social gatherings or parties
Angel Blue: Oh say I have a bottle of white wine I was given for
my and I don't really care for wine so it's all yours.
Teach: brandy, baileys, etc. Wine bottle is good if wine poured in
the right place, or inserted after Angel Blue: K I believe that!
Angel Blue: so are mandarin orange slices.
Teach: Ohhh
Teach: hot tea is good..
Angel Blue: back at ya
Angel Blue: warm chocolate too.
Teach: well yes that's a thought.
Angel Blue: popsicles can be an interesting pass time. Especially
if they are orange.
Teach: cold on the . . . 
Angel Blue: halls cough drops!!!!!
Teach: cough drops??
Angel Blue: un huh
Angel Blue: what do halls do to your mouth??
Angel Blue: imagine that elsewhere
Teach: kk
Angel Blue: very warm ...stimulating even a little hot
Teach: you know barthelin fluid clears a sinus congestion
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Angel Blue: have no clue what barthelin fluid even is???
Teach: ok listen up
Angel Blue: k
Teach: when I put my tongue on your clitoris and roll it around
and you get extremely juicy and wet, that's the B-Gland producing
the fluid. It's what makes women horny
Angel Blue: I'm listening!!!
Teach: well sometimes...it can produce so much fluid I could
drown. My whole face would be covered in your juices: eyes,
nose, chin rubbing around, tongue all over.
Angel Blue: are we talking about a female who can ejaculate?
Teach: yes, that too.
Angel Blue: I have that talent!
Teach: no way?
Angel Blue: yes I do and have had since the age of 14.
Teach: oh angel, you are my dream come true.
Angel Blue: did I never mention "Special bath" to you?
Teach: yes, last time.
Teach: go.
Angel Blue: thought you had that conversation.
Teach: had to warm up the oil. No sorry, tell me about your youth
and ejaculation.
Angel Blue: I am very comfortable with pleasuring myself and
have been for many years and for a female most believe that
shower heads are their best friends...myth, however, the faucet
makes a wonderful best friend and or self stimulation .
Teach: say, send me an audio tape of you enjoying yourself or
keep your panties on and send them to me in the mail.
Teach: god I have such an erection.
Teach: hard to type one handed.
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Angel Blue: I am actually surprised that you knew about female
ejaculation most men assume its something else and or not
possible
Teach: no, I knew two women, one was a real shooter.
Angel Blue: Bingo!
Angel Blue: have we met?
Teach: right kk
Angel Blue: honestly ...I am dead serious.
Angel Blue: funny you say that live in always said I should do
that.
Teach: I would come up just to see that performance.
Angel Blue: Why ya feeling blue ??
Teach: thought I lost my e-mail and all my addresses, eudora
seized up.
Teach: also no one to spend New Years with
Angel Blue: Hey I'm not that easy to shake!!!!
Teach: well besides the thought of you!!
Angel Blue: Awww Sweetie I really wish we were closer. Aren’t
we supposed to be working on poetry though. It’s getting warm in
here again.
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